We present a model of reference dependence, which assumes that reference points affect choice by directing the decision maker's attention towards the particular goods in the reference bundle. This model makes no assumptions about the curvature of utility, and does not assume a built-in asymmetry in gains and losses. Nonetheless it is able to generate loss aversion and can explain a large number of behavioral anomalies related to reference dependence. Additionally, this model produces acyclic sequential choices, and any sequence of short-sighted referencedependent decisions is guaranteed to converge to a stable personal equilibrium. JEL Codes: D03, D11, D87.
Introduction
Behavior is influenced by salient bundles, such as reference points. These bundles affect the decision maker's evaluation of available choice options, leading to choice reversals and other deviations from rationality. Reference points, for example, are often preferred over competing bundles, generating the endowment effect and the status quo bias. Additionally, bundles that are clear improvements over the reference point and bundles that involve only small tradeoffs from the reference point, are often chosen over bundles involving large tradeoffs from reference point (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991; Kahneman et al., 1991) .
Standard models of reference dependence involve considerable deviations from traditional consumer theory. Prospect theory (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991) and related models (e.g., Kőszegi and Rabin, 2006 ) assume non-convex preferences and explicit asymmetries in gains and losses. Additionally, such preferences can lead a decision maker into cyclic sequential choices. These choices could be vulnerable to money pumps, and (more distressingly for economists wishing to apply these models in the field) the existence of a stable choice function (under Tversky and Kahneman's model) or a personal equilibrium consistent with one's expectations (under Kőszegi and Rabin's model) is not guaranteed (see Gul and Pesendorfer, 2006) . Recent work on the cognitive processes underlying choice suggests an alternate approach to studying reference dependence. A number of researchers (Carmon and Ariely, 2000; Nayakankuppam and Misra, 2005; Johnson et al., 2007; Willemsen et al., 2011; Pachur and Scheibehenne, 2012; Ashby et al., 2012) find that endowments direct the decision maker's attention towards their most prominent dimensions. This is subsequently shown to generate an increased weight on these dimensions, altering preferences in favor of the endowment, and producing the endowment effect.
These findings suggest that reference-dependent behaviors are driven by attentional processes.
Reference points do not act as frames. Rather they act as primes, directing attention towards information that they are strongly associated with. As choice bundles are most strongly associated with their component goods, it is these goods that receive a higher weight in the decision task.
Changing reference points can thus affect the weights on these goods and, consequently, the choice between competing bundles. This paper presents a model of reference dependence, motivated by this intuition. Attention-biased utility of a consumption bundle is a linear combination of consumption utilities for each good in the bundle. While consumption utility is stable and reference independent, the weight on each good in attention-biased utility depends on the amount of that good in the reference bundle.
Changing the reference point alters the attentional weights in the attention-biased utility function.
This can affect the decision maker's choice and generate preference reversals.
This model requires minimal deviations from consumer theory. It does not make any assumptions about the curvature of consumption utility: if consumption utility is strictly concave then so is attention-biased utility. Additionally, this model does not assume a built-in asymmetry in gains and losses. Nonetheless, reductions in consumption have a stronger impact on attention-biased utility than corresponding gains, generating the well-known phenomenon of loss aversion. The proposed model can subsequently explain all the observed anomalies regarding reference-dependent choice.
Sequential choice is of particular interest in a reference-dependent context. This paper shows that maximization of attention-biased utility generates long-term choice behavior that satisfies basic consistency requirements. Decision makers do not cycle through available options indefinitely (and are not vulnerable to money pumps); rather, decisions are guaranteed to stabilize, and a long-run choice function, or an expectations-consistent personal equilibrium, is guaranteed to exist.
In a related vein, this paper also considers the choice of reference points that maximize utility.
It establishes that the impact of a reference point on utility from a particular bundle is nonmonotonic, and that high reference points are often optimal. This result helps us understand the common preference for attainable but non-trivial outcomes as aspirational reference points, or goals.
While attention-biased utility can parsimoniously capture much of the empirical phenomena explained by prospect theory and other behavioral economic models, it also generates novel predictions that distinguish it from these earlier theories. Particularly, attention-biased utility predicts reversals of reference-dependent effects for choices involving goods with negative and strictly decreasing consumption utility. In contrast, prospect theory makes no distinction between the negative and positive domains. Brenner et al. (2007) and Bhatia and Turan (2012) have documented reversals of the endowment effect for undesirable bundles, suggesting that reference points do indeed operate differently in the negative domain.
The next section reviews research in economics, psychology and neuroscience on the role of attention in choice. Section 3 provides a formal theory of attention-biased utility. Section 4 explores the implications of attention-biased utility for loss aversion and reference dependence. Section 5 explores sequential choices emerging from attention-biased utility, as well as optimal reference points under attention-biased utility. Section 6 studies undesirable choice objects. Section 7 concludes.
Attention and Choice
Attention is one of the most important psychological variables in behaviorally motivated economic theories of choice. Herbert Simon's early approach to understanding deviations from rationality was entirely driven by attention-based constraints on the decision maker's choice set (Simon, 1955) .
Daniel Kahneman (2003) has also argued that biased attention, or accessibility, plays a key role in shaping choice. More recently, Gabaix et al. (2006) have proposed a model that captures attentional allocation in costly information acquisition tasks. This model outperforms fully rational attention allocation, and makes a number of powerful predictions regarding information acquisition in markets and societies. Caplin et al. (2011) have further explored attentional allocation in large and complex choice sets, and have found that decision makers frequently use Simon's (1955) satisficing heuristic to make choices. In the same vein, Masatlioglu et al. (2012) have provided a theoretical framework for inferring attentional allocation from choice behavior.
Attentional biases have also been used by economists to explain a range of observed behavioral anomalies. Bordalo et al. (2012a) , for example, provide an attentional explanation for many of the classical experimental findings on risky choice, including violations of the independence assumption and risk seeking behavior in losses. Bordalo et al. (2012b) use a similar approach to explain the endowment effect as well as its reversal. Finally, Kőszegi and Szeidl (2013) study intertemporal choice using an attentional model of attribute weighting. Their model generates present-biased behavior and, in addition, provides a range of predictions about the settings in which this behavior is most pronounced.
Understandably, attention is also of considerable interest to scholars of decision making outside of economics. As a well understood and easily observable cognitive variable, attention can provide a rigorous account of many of the key mechanisms underlying choice. Recently, psychologists and neuroscientists interested in these mechanisms have started to explore the various determinants and consequences of attention in decision making. Carmon and Ariely (2000) , for example, find that decision makers direct their attention towards the dimensions of the bundles they possess: owners focus on aspects of the traded good, where as non-owners are more likely focus on aspects of the expenditure involved in the trade. Since increased attention to a particular dimension increases that dimension's weight in the decision, this attentional bias leads to a discrepancy in buying and selling prices, generating the endowment effect.
Similar results are noted by Nayakankuppam and Misra (2005) , who find that owners are more likely to attend to the aspects that the endowed good is strongest on, and less likely to attend to the aspects that the endowed good is weakest on, relative to non-owners. Johnson et al. (2007) replicate these findings and, in addition, discover differences in the order that owners and non-owners attend to the various dimensions, in the decision task. Decision makers generally attend to the strongest dimensions of the bundle that they possess before focusing on the weakest dimensions of their possessed bundle, or dimensions of bundles that they do not own. Willemsen et al. (2011) extend these findings beyond the endowment effect. Ashby et al. (2012) use eye-tracking and response time restrictions to further demonstrate the role of biased attention in reference dependence. Finally, Pachur and Scheibehenne (2012) demonstrate the existence of these attentional biases for risky choice. These papers note that the attentional biases displayed by the decision makers can predict buying and selling prices, and choice probabilities. Additionally, altering where these decision makers focus their attention can eliminate the endowment effect.
While these attentional biases have typically been documented for desirable items such as mugs or pens (which are subject to the endowment effect (Kahneman et al., 1990) ), Bhatia and Turan (2012) explore endowment-related attentional biases for undesirable goods. As with previous work they find that endowments direct the decision maker's attention towards their primary dimensions.
Since the primary dimensions of undesirable items are themselves undesirable, this leads to stronger aversion to the reference point, and a reversal of the endowment effect. Reversals of this type have previously been documented by Brenner et al. (2007) and point to settings where standard models of reference dependence (e.g., prospect theory) may be inadequate descriptors of human behavior.
The endowment effect, as well as its reversal, can also be generated without explicit endowments. Dhar and Simonson (1992) and Dhar et al. (1999) find that increasing the salience of a desirable item increases its share in the choice set, relative to its competitors. In contrast, increasing the salience of an undesirable item decreases its share relative to its competitors. Importantly, this behavior stems from biased attention towards the focal item's primary dimensions. Reducing this attentional bias can eliminate differences in choice shares. Bushong et al. (2010) present related findings. They note that the physical presence of a good increases that good's desirability, and subsequently increases the decision maker's willingness-topay for the good. Other research by Krajbich et al. (2010) and Reutskaja et al. (2011) suggests that visual attention towards an item has a direct relationship with the decision maker's preference towards that item. This has been documented for both actual choice and the neural mechanisms that determine choice (Lim et al., 2011) .
A nearly identical set of results have been discovered for the anchoring effect. Chapman and Johnson (1994, 1999) , Strack and Mussweiler (1997) , and Mussweiler and Strack (1999) , for example, find that anchors bias attention towards information that is consistent with the anchor. High anchors in a willingness-to-pay task focus the decision maker on highly desirable dimensions of the item in consideration. This leads to high valuations, close to the anchor. The analogous finding holds for low anchors. As with the endowment effect, the extent of this attentional bias predicts the strength of the anchoring effect. Additionally, the anchoring effect can be removed by refocusing the decision maker on the other dimensions in the choice task (Mussweiler et al., 2000) .
These results suggest that endowments do not act as frames, as assumed in prospect theory and related models of reference dependence. Rather they act primes, directing the decision maker's attention towards relevant dimensions. While this intuition is sufficient to explain some of the above mentioned results, a formal model is necessary to explore its implications for other referencedependent anomalies, as well as for anomalies in other domains, such as those involving focal outcomes or anchors. A formal model can also highlight similarities and differences between an attention-based model of reference dependence and prospect theory, as well as standard theories of rational choice.
Model
Consider an N -dimensional choice space consisting of bundles x ∈ R N + . The decision maker is assumed to choose from a choice set X ⊂ R N + , given a reference point r ∈ R N + . We assume that there exist N strictly monotonic valuation functions V i = V i (x i ) corresponding to the decision maker's reference independent consumption utility of good i in x. For simplicity, we will set
Traditionally rational choice (under the assumption that goods can be valued independently) selects x ∈ X, to maximize total consumption utility,
We assume however that the decision maker is subject to reference-dependent attentional biases, according to which her weight on each good depends on the reference bundle's amount of that good. Specifically, we assume that there exist N non-negative and strictly increasing attention functions α i = α i (r i ) representing the decision maker's attentional weight on good i given a reference point r. The decision maker
. Note that we can add a constant to overall utility without changing the underlying preferences. Thus we can normalizeŨ (x|r) so that the overall choice utility of the reference point is zero. We obtain the utility function U (x|r) with:
We will refer to any function of the above form 1 as an attention-biased utility function. If α i (r i ) = c for a constant c, for all i, then the decision maker does not display any reference-dependent attentional bias, and instead maximizes total value, U * .
Bhatia (2013a) provides a neuro-cognitive motivation of the above functional form. He shows that a simple class of neural networks can generate attention-biased utility if reference points are assumed to be more salient than competing choice objects. Activation from the nodes representing 1 In general, preferences among bundles do not always permit an additively separable representation based on goods that can be valued independently. In these settings we might assume that there exists a function f : R N → R M , mapping physical (non-separable) goods, to separable mental dimensions. Thus for any x and r (e.g. bundles of oranges, apples, steak and chicken) we would obtain f (x) = y and f (r) = s (e.g. bundles of fruit and meat). Attention and valuation functions could subsequently be defined on mental dimensions instead of physical goods, and Equation 1 would become U (x|r) = M j=1 αj(sj(r)) · Vj(yj(x)) − αj(sj(r)) · Vj(sj(r)). Of course, the freedom to define an unobservable set of mental dimensions would make the model so flexible as to be practically unfalsifiable. In order to make testable predictions, we should specify the function mapping goods into mental dimensions. Taking this function to be the identity mapping, as we do, is a convenient simplification when appropriate. these reference points spreads to associated nodes, representing their component goods. This in turn affects the inputs into the nodes representing choice object valuation. The activation of these valuation nodes can be described using equation 1, once the network settles. In general, attentionbiased utility provides a formal representation of the attentional biases outlined in the previous section. Increasing the amount of a particular good in the reference bundle leads to more attention on the valuation of that good in each choice bundle, so that particular valuation has a greater impact on overall utility. Note also that when V i are strictly increasing, the attentional weights can equivalently be seen as strictly increasing functions of V i (r i ).
Note that there are no restrictions on the shape of V i . If V i are strictly increasing and everywhere concave then so is U , regardless of the reference point. There are also no asymmetries in gains and losses; rather the impact of the reference point is dimensional : bundles that are strongest on the reference point's primary dimensions are the ones that are chosen. This is in contrast to models of reference dependence based on prospect theory (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991; Kőszegi and Rabin, 2006) in which built-in gain-loss asymmetries generate preferences for bundles that are unambiguous gains over the reference point, relative to bundles that involve tradeoffs from the reference point.
Our account resembles Bordalo et al.'s (2012b) recent attention-based explanation of the endowment effect, which also relies on dimensional attention weights rather than an explicit asymmetry in gains and losses. According to that theory, however, the attention towards a particular good in a bundle depends (discontinuously) on the dispersion of the amount of that good across the choice set, and the endowment effect only arises if people seemingly sometimes forget to consider the entire choice set when valuing the endowed good. Moreover, Bordalo et al.'s (2012b) model fails to account for a reference dependent choice anomaly documented by Herne (1998) , effect 5 in Section 4.2.2. In contrast, by adopting a very simple attention weighting function and positing that an endowment serves as a natural reference point, we capture the endowment effect as well as other reference-dependent choice anomalies without additional assumptions.
Dimensional reference dependence is also a property of an earlier model proposed by Munro and Sugden (2003) . While their constant elasticity of substitution (CES) based utility differs from attention-biased utility in many important ways, both forms create a preference for bundles based on their dimensional overlap with the reference point, rather than their position as gains or losses This dimensional bias allows for a particularly convenient geometric interpretation. Consider the simple case where α i (r i ) = V i (r i ) for all i. Here, reference-dependent utility can simply be captured as a dot product of the vector of valuations of the reference point,
with the vector of valuations of the evaluated bundle,
The decision maker in turn chooses the bundle whose vector of valuations has the highest projection onto V r . Changing x so as to increase V x in the direction of V r will lead to the highest increase in utility from x, whereas changing x to increase V x in a direction orthogonal to V r will lead to absolutely no increase in utility for x. on the same indifference curve. Also note that the projection of V y onto V x is smaller than the projection of V x onto itself (i.e. its magnitude), demonstrating that x is preferred over y when x is the reference point. The opposite holds for the projection of V x and V y onto V y , indicating that y is preferred to x when y is the reference point.
Although this example is valid only for the setting where α i (r i ) = V i (r i ) for all i, the intuition behind it holds for more general cases as well. For strictly increasing V i , bundles for which V projects maximally onto α are the ones that are chosen. α itself is a function of r. Of course α i can depend on r i differently for different i, implying that attentional biases may vary across dimensions.
This intuition allows us to derive the first result of this paper. Proposition 1 outlines the general setting in which reference points necessarily change utility in favor of a particular bundle relative to another, for strictly increasing V i . It states that a reference point r will necessarily bias preferences in favor of x over y, relative to another reference point s, if r is not smaller than s on the dimensions that favor x, and s is not smaller than r on the dimensions that favor y, and if r and s differ on at least one dimension on which x and y differ. Proposition 1. Let x and y be any non-identical bundles. Index goods such that x i = y i for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, and x i = y i for i ∈ {K + 1, K + 2, ..., N }. If all V i are strictly increasing, then for any reference points r and s such that
Proposition 1 holds because reference points that are strongest on the dimensions that favor x relative to y are the ones that direct the most attention towards these dimensions. Increased attention leads to higher weighting which then amplifies any differences in valuation on these goods.
Implications
This part of the paper studies how reference points affect preferences between bundles. It first shows that attention-biased utility implicitly generates loss averse preferences without requiring any non-standard assumptions on utility except for reference-dependent attentional weighting. The subsequent section outlines how attention-biased utility can be used to explain a range of referencedependent anomalies documented in the behavioral literature.
Loss Aversion
A number of researchers have noted that decision makers are loss averse. Moving from an inferior consumption state y to a superior consumption state x affects the decision maker's utility less than the equivalent move from x to y. Thus changes to consumption that are perceived as losses loom larger than changes perceived as gains (Thaler, 1980; Tversky and Kahneman, 1991) .
Although loss aversion has been established indirectly through revealed preference, it is assumed to be a psychologically realistic property as well. As discussed in Novemsky and Kahneman (2005) , most researchers accept loss aversion as both a description and an explanation of the phenomenon being studied. This psychological fact motivates the standard account of reference dependence, incorporated in Tversky and Kahneman's (1991) prospect theory as well as in Kőszegi and Rabin's (2006) more recent expectations based framework. These models assume that negative changes relative to the reference point affect utility more than positive changes relative to the reference point. Particularly, there is a kink in utility at reference point r, such that a change in consumption from r to r + δ (for δ ∈ R N + ) is less desirable than the change from r to r − δ is undesirable.
Note, however, that the explicit asymmetry assumed in these models is between a gain and a loss that are not quite comparable. The difference between a gain and a loss is conflated with a wealth effect. In principle, loss aversion should be identified by comparing a gain and a loss involving the same levels of consumption. While prospect theory's kink in utility at the reference point can induce loss aversion, i.e., can make the negative change from x to y matter more than the equivalent positive change from y to x, it is not the only mechanism to do so. Indeed Proposition 2
shows that loss aversion also emerges from attention-biased utility with strictly increasing V i . This is an implication of the model, rather than a built-in assumption.
Proposition 2. If V i are strictly increasing, and x and y are any two bundles such that x i ≥ y i for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N }, and
The intuition for this result is the following: for increasing V i , a superior reference point directs more attention towards at least one underlying good, relative to a dominated reference point. The goods that receive a higher attentional weight are precisely those that the superior reference point dominates on. This amplifies any difference in the consumption utility of these goods, generating loss aversion as the reference points are varied. 2
Behavior
The mechanism responsible for the emergence of loss aversion from attention-biased utility can also explain findings regarding endowments and other reference points. These findings have generally been documented by using either valuation measures of preference, such as willingness-to-pay or willingness-to-accept, or through explicit choices between two or more items. Section 4.2.1 explores the implications of attention-biased utility with regards to valuation measures of preference. Section 4.2.2 explores reference-dependent choices. 4.2.3 extends this reasoning to model anchoring effects.
Measures of Preference
Let us consider four different measures of preference, as formalized in Bateman et al. (1997) :
willingness-to-pay (W T P ), willingness-to-accept (W T A), equivalent-loss (EL) and equivalent-gain (EG). The endowment of a particular item can be represented by the superior reference state, x,
whereas not being endowed with the item can be represented by the dominated reference state, y.
For our present analysis, we can limit ourselves to two goods i and j, and use these measures to study how changes to good i impact the decision maker's preferences in units of good j. We will hold, x i > y i and x j = y j . Due to the independence between dimensions for consumption utility and attention, this two-good setting easily generalizes to more complex cases.
Since we are only considering two goods, we can write preferences for any choice z given any reference point r as U (z i , z j |r), and the four measures used to measure preference can be defined as:
Willingness-to-pay by this definition is the largest loss on good j that the decision maker is willing to incur to increase consumption from y i to x i . Likewise willingness-to-accept is the lowest gain on good j that the decision maker is willing to accept to reduce consumption from x i to y i .
Equivalent-loss is the largest reduction of good j that the decision maker is willing to incur to avoid reducing consumption from x i to y i . Finally equivalent-gain is the smallest increase in good j that the decision maker is willing to accept to avoid increasing consumption from y i to x i .
Standard Hicksian theory predicts that EL = W T P and EG = W T A (see Batemen et al., 1997 for a discussion). However, a number of researchers find that both EG and EL ratings deviate from W T P and W T A respectively (Knetch, 1989; Kahneman et al., 1990; Loewenstein and Adler, 1995; Batemen et al., 1997) . Individuals are willing to pay more to avoid losing an item than they are willing to pay to gain the item, generating EL > W T P . Likewise, individuals require more money to give up an item that they own than they do to forego acquiring an item that they do not own, generating EG < W T A. These results are often seen to be direct implications of the built-in gain-loss asymmetry assumed in prospect theory and its generalizations. However, Proposition 3
shows that these results are also generated by attention-biased utility.
Proposition 3. For strictly increasing V i , and for any two bundles x and y, with x i > y i and x j = y j , attention-biased utility generates EL > W T P and EG < W T A.
The intuition for this result is related to that for Propositions 1 and 2. Since x i > y i , reference point x leads to increased attention towards good i relative to reference point y. On the other hand, since x j = y j attention towards good j is constant regardless of the reference point. This leads to a bias in favor of good i when x is the reference point relative to when y is the reference point, generating the observed inequalities between EL and W T P , and EG and W T A.
Choices
Reference dependence is also associated with a number of behavioral tendencies involving explicit choices between bundles. For example, Knetsch and Sinden (1984) , Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988) , and Knetsch (1989) find that the endowment or status-quo is more likely to be chosen from the choice set, relative to competing bundles. Knetch (1989) also finds that decision makers are more likely to select one bundle over another if they are endowed with the first bundle, compared to the setting in which they are endowed with neither of the two bundles Additionally, reference dependence can be observed when the most frequently chosen bundle is not the reference point itself. For example, Tversky and Kahneman (1991) note that decision makers generally prefer choice bundles that are strict improvements over their reference point, relative to bundles that involve tradeoffs with their reference point. Similar findings have been replicated by Herne (1998) , who also finds that extreme reference points that are very weak on some goods and very strong on other goods lead to stronger biases in preference, relative to more evenly distributed reference points. Finally, Tversky and Kahneman (1991) note that decision These results have been experimentally documented with two-good choice sets consisting of two desirable bundles x and y that do not dominate each other and two or more reference points, r and s, that may or may not be dominated by x or y. If we write P x,y (r) = U (x|r) − U (y|r), as the relative preference for x over y when r is the reference point, and consider any x and y such that x 1 > y 1 and y 2 > x 2 , then based on the choice objects in figure 3 , the above effects can be written as:
1. Conservatism (Knetsch and Sinden, 1984; Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988; Knetsch, 1989 ):
If t is such that t 1 = y 1 and t 2 = x 2 , then P x,y (x) > P x,y (t) > P x,y (y).
2. Inner improvements vs. tradeoffs (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991; Herne, 1998) : If r I and s I are such that x 1 > r I 1 > y 1 = s I 1 and y 2 > s I 2 > x 2 = r I 2 , then P x,y (r I ) > P x,y (s I ).
3. Outer improvements vs. tradeoffs (Herne, 1998) 
5. Outer extreme vs. balanced reference points (Herne, 1998) 
6. Small vs. large tradeoffs (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991) : If r V and s V are such that r V 1 >
Tversky and Kahneman (1991) use effects 1,2 and 6 to justify the application of the prospect theory valuation function to capture reference dependence in riskless choice. Effects 1 and 2 are explained through the gain-loss asymmetry, where as effect 6 requires both the gain-loss asymmetry and convex utility in losses. Herne (1998) provides further evidence for the descriptive power of the prospect theory valuation function. Effect 3 is explained by the gain-loss asymmetry, whereas effects 4 and 5 are explained by both the gain-loss asymmetry and convex utility in losses.
Effects 1-6 were initially compiled by Munro and Sugden (2003) who also noted that one general condition implied effects 1-6. This condition is as follows:
Condition 1. For all goods i, j, and for all bundles x and y, such that x i > y i , y j > x j , and x k = y k for all k = i, j, and for all reference points r and s, such that r i > s i and r k = s k for k = i, we have P x,y (r) > P x,y (s).
Munroe and Sugden were reluctant to propose condition 1 as a fundamental property of referencedependent choice, as they did not have any explanation for why reference points may bias preferences in this way. Note however that Proposition 1 implies that any attention-biased utility function with strictly increasing V i satisfies condition 1. Hence condition 1 is a natural implication of attentional processes underlying reference-dependent choice. According to the proposed model, the move from s to r favors x relative to y because it leads to increased attention towards, and subsequently a higher weight on good i. Since x is more valuable on good i relative to y, this biases choice in favor of x instead of y. The fact that attention-biased utility satisfies condition 1, also implies that it can capture effects 1-6. This gives us Proposition 4.
Proposition 4. Attention-biased utility with strictly increasing V i generates reference-dependent effects 1-6.
Note that Proposition 4, like Propositions 1-3, holds regardless of the choice of consumption utility functions. If V i are assumed to be globally concave, then a globally concave U is able to generate effects 1-6. Linear V i can also generate these effects. Built-in gain-loss asymmetries in valuation along with convex utility in losses, as assumed in prospect theory or other standard models of reference dependence, are not necessary. Effects 1-6 all follow from the dimensional weighting mechanism at play in attention-biased choice.
Also note that our explanation of effects 1-6 is not limited to reference points generated by endowments. According to our theory, any focal bundle will act as a reference point, and will bias choice in the manner predicted by effects 1-6. When applied to effect 1 (conservatism), this can 
Anchoring Effects
The above two sections explore settings in which salient bundles, such as endowments and other reference points, affect the decision maker's choices between, and valuations of, available options.
These sections show preferences are biased in favor of reference points and other options close to the reference point.
A similar type of bias has been shown to emerge with anchors. The typical anchoring study involves the valuation of a choice item in terms of either willingness-to-pay (W T P ) or willingness-
to-accept (W T A). Prior to the valuation, however, an arbitrary high or low number (the anchor)
is generated, and decision makers are asked whether they would be willing to pay (or accept) that amount of money to obtain (or give up) the choice item. Typically high anchors generate high W T P and W T A responses, whereas low anchors generate low W T P and W T A responses (see e.g. Johnson and Schkade, 1989; Ariely et al., 2003; Beggs and Graddy, 2009 ). Research by Ariely et al., (2003) also finds that highly desirable choice items generate a higher W T P and W T A than less desirable items, regardless of the anchor, suggesting that although absolute valuation may be arbitrary (in the sense that it is manipulated by anchoring), relative preference is nonetheless coherent.
This effect can be more formally represented in terms of the measures of preference outlined in section 4.2.1. For simplicity the discussion here will only explore willingness-to-pay. Analogous results hold for willingness-to-accept.
As in section 4.2.1., we can consider a two-good space, where i represents the good at hand and j represents money or other goods that are used to represent the decision maker's preferences for i. Owning the item is represented by x i , whereas not owning the item is captured by y i < x i . The decision maker's wealth prior to the evaluation task is x j . During the evaluation task the decision maker is asked to list an amount W T P such that U (x i , x j − W T P |r) = U (y i , x j |r).
High anchor settings ask the decision maker whether she wants to buy the item for a H , whereas the low anchor settings ask the decision maker whether she wants to buy the item for a L . Here a H > a L . A high anchor can thus be formalized as a bundle A H = (x i , x j − a H ), which represents ownership of the item for the price a H . Likewise a low anchor can be formalized as a bundle
, which represents ownership of the item for low price of a L .
Recall that we are suggesting that reference points are bundles that are salient to the decision maker. We assume that asking decision makers to evaluate the anchor increases the salience of the anchor. The anchor thus serves as a reference point. In effect, the decision maker is asked to
Proposition 5 shows that any attention-biased utility function with strictly increasing V i will generate W T P A H > W T P A L . This is a natural implication of the attentional mechanisms that are responsible for the reference-dependent anomalies discussed in the previous sections. Anchoring with a H > a L means that the decision maker considers the bundle A H with lower final wealth than A L . Thus, A H focuses less attention on the expenditure required to obtain the item relative to the attention on the item itself. A lower weight on dimension j relative to dimension i implies that the decision maker is more willing to give up dimension j to obtain dimension i. This leads to
Corollary 1 establishes that the this mechanism does not eradicate the observed coherence of anchored choice. For any z i > x i > y i , the willingness-to-pay for z i is always greater than the willingness-to-pay for x i , regardless of the anchor or reference point involved in the choice task (Ariely et al., 2003) . 
Anchoring effects emerge from the same assumptions that generate reference dependence. Both these anomalies arise from attention-biased utility with any strictly increasing valuation functions V i , including those that are universally concave without a built-in asymmetry in gains and losses.
Endogenous Reference Points
Thus far we have explored the implications of reference dependence, holding reference points as being fixed and exogenous. Yet there a number of settings where the reference points are determined, either directly or indirectly, by the decision maker. The following sections explore two such settings. The first relates to sequential choice under the assumption that current endowments serve as reference points. Since choice determines endowment, which in turn determines preference, reference dependence involves particularly interesting dynamics. The second section relates to settings where the decision maker or the policy maker are able to exert some control over the reference point. This section establishes a non-monotonicity in the impact of reference points on utility, which has implications for theories of goals and aspirations as reference points.
Equilibrium Choice
Thus far we have studied attention-biased utility as it relates to solitary decisions, ones in which the decision maker is not allowed to change her mind after making her choice. Yet it is quite possible that moving from one bundle to another, and thus changing the endowment, alters the reference point, subsequently changing the most desirable option in the choice set, and leading to revised choice (see e.g. Barkan and Busemeyer, 2003) . Choice-acclimatization, and subsequently, choice-revision is especially likely for an unsophisticated decision maker who does not anticipate that the reference point will change or that such a change would affect her preference.
As an example consider a two-good choice set X = {x, y, z} with x = (6, 4), y = (7, 3), and z = (8, 1). The decision maker has valuation and attention functions such that V i (x i ) = x i and α i (r i ) = r i , for i = 1, 2. Assume that the decision maker's initial endowment is x. Since U (y|x) > U (z|x) = U (x|x), the decision maker first selects y, After accepting y, the decision maker's endowment changes to y, and she now finds herself desiring z, as U (z|y) > U (y|y) > U (x|y). This leads to a second choice, which moves the decision maker from y to z. At z she is content, as
, and makes no more choices.
Analysis that explores only solitary choices will ignore long-run behavior, or equilibrium choices, like the one presented above. Studying these equilibrium choices, as well as the ways in which decision makers may obtain these choices, is important in order to extend theories of individual decision making to more complex settings involving firms, markets and societies. Such an analysis will also clarify the behavior of sophisticated decision makers who use rational expectations of their own choices as reference points (see e.g. Kőszegi and Rabin, 2006) . This section will outline the properties of equilibrium choice under attention-biased utility. For simplicity, it will assume that the decision maker's current endowment serves as her reference point.
Consider the set of all bundles that can constitute an equilibrium choice for the decision maker.
Once endowed with one of these options, the decision maker finds her endowment to be at least as desirable as any other alternative available in the choice set. For an attention-biased utility function U , and any choice set X, this set can be defined as
This set is analogous to set of personal equilibria proposed by Kőszegi and Rabin (2006) .
Consider, also, the strict relation U , defined as x U y if and only if U (x|y) > U (y|y). We say x U y if the decision maker would strongly prefer giving up y for x when endowed with y. C E can now be expressed as C E (X, U ) = {x ∈ X : ∼ y U x, ∀y ∈ X}, making C E the set of maximal elements in X with respect to U .
We can also define a decision maker's sequential choice behavior. Particularly, we say that for a choice set X, and for any x, y ∈ X, the decision maker trades y for x if U (x|y) = max{U (z|y), ∀z ∈ X} > U (y|y). Note the presumption that if U (x|y) = U (y|y), the decision maker does not engage in the trade, and instead chooses to remain with her endowment, y. Also note that multiple trades are possible for any endowment, and that trading y for x implies x U y. Additionally, for any x, y such that x U y, there exists some choice set X such that the decision maker trades y for x (the simplest example being X = {x, y}).
Finally, define a trading sequence as a sequence x(0), x(1), ..., x(t), ... such that for all t, either the decision maker trades x(t) for x(t + 1) or x(t + 1) = x(t). For a finite choice set, we say that a trading sequence terminates at time T if no additional trades are possible once the decision maker is endowed with x(T ), i.e. x(T + 1) = x(T ). If a trading sequence does not terminate, then the decision maker would continue to exchange her endowments for other choice options indefinitely.
Proposition 6 and Corollary 2 describe the equilibrium implications of attention-biased utility.
They answer two related questions. 1. Is U acyclic? 2. Does C E capture all possible outcomes of a choice task? That is, do all trading sequences necessarily terminate in C E ? Yes and yes.
Proposition 6. For strictly increasing V i , and for any x, y and z such that y U x and z U y,
it cannot be that x U z.
Corollary 2. For strictly increasing V i , and for any finite, non-empty choice set X, all possible trading sequences with x(0) ∈ X terminate, with x(T ) ∈ C E (X, U ).
Proposition 6 shows that U is acyclic, when consumption utility is increasing in goods. This implies the corollary that the set of equilibrium choices is non-empty and is reached in a finite sequence of trades for a finite choice set. When V i are strictly concave, we can generalize this claim to infinite compact and convex choice sets (as proved in Munro and Sugden, 2003) . Unsophisticated decision makers who maximize only immediate reference-dependent utility, engage in a sequence of trades that necessarily lead them to an equilibrium choice option.
The acyclicity established in proposition 6 demonstrates that revealed preferences, as described by U , meet one of the main assumptions of rational choice theory. Note, however, that proposition 6 does not establish negative transitivity, so these revealed preferences cannot necessarily be represented with a (reference-independent) utility function. Nevertheless, convergence of trading sequences to an equilibrium choice set implies that it is possible to perform traditional economic analysis on the equilibrium outcomes in markets with traders characterized by reference-dependent attention-biased utility. Munro and Sugden (2003) , for example, undertake this analysis. They lay out a set of minimal conditions for which trading behavior with reference-dependent, but acyclic, endowment-based orderings leads to pareto optimal outcomes in an economy. Sequential choices are consistent, decision makers eventually stabilize, and money pumps do not exist, even though solitary choices may display reference-dependent inconsistencies.
The consistency of long-run behavior under attention-biased utility allows for a reconciliation of the real world with the laboratory. The experimental work discussed in this paper has established quite clearly that contextual factors such as reference points affect choices. However, experienced decision makers typically display stable preference in economically relevant settings (see e.g. List,
2003). Our framework illustrates that reference dependence in individual choices can be consistent with stable choice behavior in settings in which people get used to their choices.
This insight should inspire caution in trying to make welfare judgments based on revealed preferences, even when they appear to be stable. Coherent sequential choices belie an arguably irrational psychological arbitrariness (Ariely et al., 2003) . It is not necessary for optimal choices, in terms of pure consumption utility, to lie in C E : choice options that maximize total value U * may be rejected in favor of bundles that do not. Recall the previous example involving choice set X = {x, y, z} with x = (6, 4), y = (7, 3), and z = (8, 1), and valuation and attention functions such that V i (x i ) = x i and α i (r i ) = r i , for i = 1, 2. In this setting, both x and y generate more consumption utility for the decision maker than z. However, we have C E (X, U ) = {z}. Settings like this points to a particularly troubling disconnect between welfare measures involving choice, and welfare measures involving the maximization of underlying valuations, or consumption utility.
To the extent that people can anticipate their eventual choices, their expectations may serve as reference points. A model of rational-expectations-based reference dependence incorporating the prospect theory valuation function has been proposed by Kőszegi and Rabin (2006) . This model provides a number of important insights regarding the reference-dependent behavior of sophisticated decision makers (see also Loomes and Sugden, 1986; Kőszegi and Rabin, 2007 and Ericson and Fuster, 2011; Abeler et al., 2011; Gill and Prowse, 2012) . However, as demonstrated by Gul and Pesendorfer (2006) , Kőszegi and Rabin's model can generate cyclic sequential choices, implying that there may be no choice consistent with rational expectations (and thus no rational expectations at all). Proposition 6 here guarantees that with attention-biased utility, a personal equilibrium consistent with expectations as reference points always exists.
Optimal Reference Points
Reference points determine not only choice but also the amount of utility that the decision maker receives by selecting a particular choice. Hence, keeping actual attained outcomes constant, it is possible to increase or decrease the decision maker's wellbeing by changing the reference point that the outcome is compared to.
In order to determine the properties of an optimal reference point, we can once again appeal to empirical research on the interplay of reference points, goals and utility. Considerable research has
shown that outcomes higher than the reference point are generally considered successes and are associated with higher levels of subjective wellbeing relative to outcomes lower than the reference point (Heath et al., 1999) . Importantly, however, the relationship between utility and the level of a reference point is not monotonic. Adopting an extremely low reference point does not necessarily increase utility. Rather, the reference points that most enhance utility from a consumption bundle tend to be dominated by that bundle, but also non-trivial, that is, not at the minimum possible levels (see e.g. Diener et al., 1999 for a review).
Prospect theory predicts, counter to this evidence, that the optimal reference point in R N + (given a fixed actual consumption bundle) is always 0. However, as Proposition 7 demonstrates, attention-biased utility accords with the empirical research on goal setting. Given a particular consumption bundle the optimal reference point is inferior to the bundle on every dimension, but, more interestingly, is often strictly positive on each dimension.
Proposition 7. For any attention-biased utility with strictly increasing V i and any consumption bundle x, the optimal reference bundle (maximizing U (x|r)) is some r * (x, U ) such that r * i (x, U ) ∈ [0, x i ) when x i > 0 and r * i (x, U ) = 0 when x i = 0. A sufficient, but not necessary, condition for
Additionally, for any α i and unbounded (strictly increasing) V i , there exists a thresholdx i such that if consumption exceeds this threshold x i >x i , we then have
This result stems from the fact that reference points that are highly valued on a bundle's strongest dimensions direct more attention towards these dimensions, thereby increasing the bundle's overall valuation. Reference points that are too good, however, reduce the bundle's valuation because the utility function contrasts the actual bundle against them. Determining the utility max-imizing reference point involves optimizing these tradeoffs. For a wide range of attention-biased utility functions, the optimal reference point for a sufficiently desirable bundle necessarily has intermediate values: values that are greater than zero, but of course smaller than those of the bundle itself. Moreover, it is straightforward to observe that more ambitious goals (higher reference points)
are more motivating because they increase marginal utility.
Undesirable Goods
The above sections provide an analysis of attention-biased utility for desirable goods with strictly increasing V i . These goods, like mugs, chocolates or pens, are by far the most commonly used stimuli in experiments on reference dependence. Recent research has, however, begun to examine reference dependence with regards to undesirable objects. While reference points like endowments are more likely to be chosen relative to their competitors in choices amongst desirable goods, this work finds that endowments are less likely to be chosen in choices amongst undesirable goods (Brenner et al., 2007; Bhatia and Turan, 2012) .
The proposed framework allows for a simple interpretation of these findings. According to attention-biased utility, endowments and other reference points increase the salience of their primary dimensions. This generally leads to an increased preference for desirable endowments. Undesirable reference points, however, have undesirable dimensions. Increased attention towards these dimensions should reduce the desirability of the endowment. This is formalized in Proposition 8.
Proposition 8. If V i are strictly decreasing, and if x and y are any two non-identical bundles, then we have
Though the attention-biased utility form for desirable objects is identical to that for undesirable objects, many of its properties differ. Applying Equation 1 with strictly decreasing valuation functions, we find a reversal of the endowment effect for undesirable goods. Moreover, sequential choice among undesirable goods with reference point adaptation does not converge to a stable equilibrium, as it would with desirable goods. Attention-biased utility suggests that in the domain of undesirable goods, a decision maker continually wants what she does not have. As conveyed by the popular adage, the grass is always greener on the other side.
Note that the result presented here also holds for salient choice options that are not endowments.
Indeed, Dhar et al. (1999) have found that directing attention to undesirable bundles, makes them less likely to be chosen. In contrast, prospect theory and associated models of reference dependence are unable to capture either reversals of the endowment effect in then negative domain or the preference for non-focal undesirable bundles. A gain-loss asymmetry is assumed to apply regardless of the underlying valence of the choice object. Hence biases in favor of the reference point are expected to emerge for both desirable and undesirable reference points. This is not borne out in the data.
Concluding Comments
Individual choice displays a systematic and pervasive relationship with a large range of normatively irrelevant contextual factors. A number of these contextual factors involve salient, or otherwise exceptional, choice options, such as reference points. Current approaches to understanding the impact of these options on choice involve considerable deviations from economic theory, such as asymmetries in gains and losses, and convex utility in losses.
Recent work in psychology and neuroscience suggests a novel approach. Salient choice options have been shown to alter the decision maker's attention toward the dimensions involved in choice task. This can affect the weighting of goods and subsequently influence choice. This paper presents a formal model of this mechanism and shows that it explains a range of behavioral anomalies associated with reference dependence. In particular, the model generates anomalies not captured by prospect theory, such as the reversal of the endowment effect for undesirable goods, as well as anomalies in other domains, such as anchoring. Another prediction of attention-biased utility -a stronger endowment effect for more valuable goods -also finds confirmatory evidence in the psychology literature (Knutson et al., 2008) . Inspired by these successful predictions, Bhatia (2013b) systematically compares this model against prospect theory across settings in which they make contrasting predictions and finds that attention-biased utility offers a better quantitative fit to choice data.
The reversal of the endowment effect for undesirable goods, entailed by attention-biased utility, has significant economic consequences. Whereas the endowment effect would lead to undertrading relative to an efficient market, its reversal would lead to overtrading in markets for undesirable goods. In the presence of transaction costs, too much trade would be economically inefficient.
We would observe individuals continually trying to pass along the undesirable good rather than allowing it to sit with whoever can best tolerate it. Indeed, in the labor market, we observe just that. Adverse workplace conditions generate higher than average voluntary labor turnover (Cottini et al., 2011) . While it may seem intuitive that workers want to leave hazardous or unpleasant jobs, standard economic theory suggests that a wage premium should perfectly compensate for poorer working conditions (Rosen, 1974) . Indeed, Herzog and Schlottmann (1990) find a wage premium for manufacturing jobs that expose workers to fatal injury risk, but find that workers are nevertheless more likely to leave more hazardous jobs.
Attention is a relatively well understood cognitive mechanism. Within economics, attention has been used to make sense of a large range of individual behaviors, including response mode effects (Tversky et al., 1990) , biased judgment (Kahneman, 2003) , focalism (Kőszegi and Szeidl, 2013) , suboptimal search (Gabaix et al., 2006; Caplin et al., 2011) , and anomalies in risky choice (Bordalo et al., 2012a) . New tools such as eye-tracking and brain-imaging allow for a rigorous test of attention-based economic models (see e.g. Fehr and Rangel, 2011 for a review). Explaining reference dependence in terms of attention thus not only provides a psychologically and neuroscientifically plausible account for these phenomena, but also promises that the underlying cognitive mechanism, as well as the patterns of choice, can be subjected to rigorous empirical tests. Moving beyond a collection of counterintutive observations and stylized facts to a coherent theory that withstands rigorous empirical testing has always been the way forward in studying deviations from economic rationality. The next step is then moving from a collection of disparate theories, each with their own domain of applicability, to an overarching theory that relies on a common (and empirically verifiable) mechanism to account for seemingly unrelated phenomena. We suggest that attention is that mechanism.
A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1
Consider any x, y, r and s. Index goods such that x i = y i for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} and x i = y i for i ∈ {K + 1, K + 2, ..., N }. We can thus write:
Our conditions guarantee that x i > y i implies r i ≥ s i and that y i > x i implies s i ≥ r i .
Since V i and α i are strictly increasing for all i, and r i = s i for some i ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}, we have
A.2 Proof of Proposition 2
Proposition 2 is easily obtained by substituting r with x and s with y, in Proposition 1.
A.3 Proof of Proposition 3
Let us show that W T P < EL. The same steps can be used to show that EG < W T A.
Taking W T P and EL as defined in the paper, and noting that x j = y j , we obtain:
Subtracting Equation 4 from 3, and simplifying, gives us:
Since V i and α i are both strictly increasing in their arguments, the right hand side of Equation 5 is positive. Then, since α i is always positive, we get V j (x j − W T P ) > V j (x j − EL). Once again, since V i is strictly increasing, this implies W T P < EL.
A.4 Proof of Proposition 4
Proposition 1 implies condition 1, which is sufficient to generate effects 1-6.
A.5 Proof of Proposition 5
Taking the definitions provided in the paper, and writing x H j = x j − a H and x L j = x j − a L we get
Putting together equations (6) and (7) gives us:
We know that α j (x L j ) > α j (x H j ) > 0, as α j is strictly increasing and a H > a L . This implies that
Again, since V j is strictly increasing, this implies that W T P A H > W T P A L .
A.5.1 Proof of Corollary 1
Since the reference point A is fixed, U can be seen as a standard, reference independent, utility function, that is strictly increasing in its arguments. For such functions we know z i > x i guarantees that W T P z > W T P x .
A.6 Proof of Proposition 6
Assume, for a contradiction, that y U x, z U y, and x U z. By this assumption, 
We can expand this sum of utility differences (in Equation 9) as
The last two terms must be strictly positive for all i because both α i and V i are monotonically increasing functions, so each term is either the product of two positives (if z i > x i or y i > z i resp.)
or the product of two negatives (if z i < x i or y i < z i resp.).
Observe that if we add
] to the sum in Equation 10, we
which of course is strictly positive by the same argument as above. We can separate out the contributions on each dimension and isolate the term we just added in Equation 11, obtaining for any i, 
We plug this lower bound into Equation 10 to get
This contradicts Equation 9.
A.6.1 Proof of Corollary 2
First let us note that if a trading sequence terminates at T , then by the definition of a trade, and of C E , we have x(T ) ∈ C E (X, U ). Conversely, for any t, if x(t) ∈ C E (X, U ) then the trading sequence has terminated at T ≤ t.
Now consider any X and any U such that for some time t we have some x(t) ∈ X, but x(t) / ∈ C E (X, U ). Since x(t) / ∈ C E (X, U ) there exists some x(t + 1) ∈ X\{ t ≤t x(t )} such that the decision maker trades x(t) for x(t + 1). (We can rule out x(t + 1) = x(t ) for some t ≤ t by the acyclicity of the preference relation U .) Because X is finite, it is impossible that this holds for arbitrarily large t -the premise that x(t) / ∈ C E (X, U ) must be false for some large enough t.
A.7 Proof of Proposition 7
The contribution to attention-biased utility on dimension i, as a function of r i , goes from positive to negative at r i = x i . Attention-biased utility is continuous, so it must achieve a maximum with 0 ≤ r i < x i whenever x i > 0. If α i (0) = 0, then the optimal r * i must be strictly positive whenever x i > 0 because there would be no contribution to utility with r i = 0. Moreover, the derivative
is increasing without bound in x i as long as V i is unbounded, so for sufficiently high x i , the optimal r * i is again strictly positive.
